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JAMES KEESLING also. In particular, there is an f: X -* Ax such that /*: H \Ay) -» H (X) is an isomorphism. If g: X -» B is any continuous map, then there is a continuous homomorphism n: A" -> B such that n of is homotopic to g.
In the second section of the paper we apply the results of the first section to
show that if X is a locally connected continuum, then H (X) must have property L.
We construct examples of peano continua such that H"(X) is torsion free and does not have property L for n > 1. This construction is used to construct the nonmovable peano continua in the last section of the paper.
In the third section of the paper, it is shown that, for G a compact connected topological group and D the commutator subgroup of G, the map /: G -» G/D induces an isomorphism /*: H ÍG/D) -» H (G).
In the last section of the paper movability of compact spaces is studied. It is shown that if X is compact and movable, then H"iX)/Tot HniX) has property L for all n. This allows us to construct peano continua which are not movable. In particular we construct 2 nonhomeomorphic nonmovable n-dimensional peano continua for each n > 1. This generalizes a result of Borsuk [l] . This construction does not work for n = 1, since a one-dimensional peano continuum is movable [9] .
These results show that if X is an 72-dimensional LCn~ peano continuum, then //*(X)/Tor Hk(X) has property L for all *.
An example is given to show that H"(X) may not have property L even if X is a finite-dimensional movable continuum.
Notation. We assume the notation of [5] and [6] . It is expected that the reader is familiar with the approaches to shape theory by Holsztyiiski [3] and Mardesic and Segal [8] .
Some knowledge of topological groups is assumed as contained in [10] . If X is a compact space, H"iX) denotes «-dimensional Cech cohomology with integer coefficients.
1. Homomorphisms of Cech cohomology groups which induce shape morphisms. Let B be a compact connected abelian topological group and h: H iß) -» H iX) be a homomorphism where X is a continuum. In this section of the paper it is shown that there is a unique shape morphism F from X to B such that F* = h: H (B) -» H (X). Some immediate corollaries are derived in this section also. The next two sections of the paper then give further applications of these results. The basic theorem is the following.
1.1. Theorem. Let X be a continuum and B a compact connected abelian topological group. Suppose that h: //(B) -*HliX) is a homomorphism. Then there is a unique shape morphism F £ Morsc(X, B) such that F* = h: //'(ß) -► HliX).
Before we can prove Theorem 1.1, we will need to quote some theorems.
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In particular, H (X) is naturally isomorphic to MorHC(X, T) where T is the circle.
1.3. Theorem (Scheffer [ll] ). Let G be a compact connected topological group and A a compact connected abelian topological group. Then if {: G -* A is continuous with f(e) = 0, then f is homotopic to a unique continuous homomorphism.
The next theorem follows from Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 and is due to N. Steenrod.
Theorem (Steenrod [13]
). Let A be a compact connected abelian topological group. Then chat A is naturally isomorphic to H (A).
Proof. By Theorem 1.2, H (A) is naturally isomorphic to MorHC(A, T). By Proof of Theorem 1.1. Using the natural isomorphism given by Theorems 1.2 and 1.4, we assume that i is a homomorphism from char B to MorH(-(X, T). Now B is the inverse limit of tori \T"a; na/}; a < ß e A\ where iraß(Tßß) ■ T^a is a continuous homomorphism. Let the projections making B the inverse limit be ?Ta(B) = T"a for a € A. We need to define the morphism F € Morsc(X, B). We view the shape morphisms as functors from //" to Hx as described in §4 of [3] .
To be a shape morphism F must be the identity on the morphisms of //" to the morphisms of Hx. First we define F on objects in H" of the form H(rr) where it: B -► Tn is a continuous homomorphism.
Then we will use the inverse system \Taa] to extend the definition of F to all of the objects of f/ß. Another point to be made has to do with the results in [2] . Let G be a compact connected topological group which is finite-dimensional. Then if G.CC is the arc component of the identity e in G, then the locally arcwise connected topology on GQ makes GQ into a Lie group L. Now Gn is dense in G and thus by [2] we can say that there is a Lie group L and a one-to-one continuous homomorphism 0:
L -» G such tha t (piL) is precisely the arc component of e in G and is dense in G. If G is abelian, then L must obviously also be abelian and thus be of the form R x Tm. The first part of the next claim summarizes this. We also use the fact that H (X) is torsion free for all X. 2.3. Theorem. Lei X be a metric continuum and n > 1. Then Hn(X) =* Hn(X).
Proof. By Theorem 1.2 we may assume that Hn(X) = UotHC(X" K(Z, n)) and H"(X) = MorHC(X, K(Z, n)). Since Z is countable, K(Z, n) has the homotopy type of a locally finite connected polyhedron and thus has the homotopy type of an ANR.
Thus we may assume that it is an ANR. Define h: UotHC(X,, K(Z, n)) -» MorHC(X, K(Z, n)) by h(H(f)) = H(f\X). Certainly h is well defined and a homomorphism. We will now show that it is one-to-one and onto.
Suppose that i(//(/j)) = h(H(f2)). We will show that this implies that //(/j) = H(f2) and thus that h is one-to-one. By the definition of h, /,|X is homotopic to f2\X. Let H: X x I -» K(Z, n) be a homotopy from fy\X to f2\X. Let A C Xf x I be the subset consisting of X x / U X. x \0\ U X. x Í1 j and let //': A -♦ K(Z, n) be defined by H'\X xI=H, H'\Xf x j0| = /x and H'\Xf x ill = fy Then //' is well This construction will be used in a later section of the paper to construct nonmovable peano continua. 
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tern approach to shape in [8] and the equivalence of the approaches in [3] and [8] as shown in [5] . 4.3. Definition. An ANR-system X » {Xa; naß; a < ß £ A1 is said to be movable provided that for each a £ A, there is a ß > a such that for every y > ß there is a map r^'': Xß -» X such that Hin °r^) « Hi"an)' A compactum X is said to be movable if an ANR-system associated with X is movable. As is shown in [7] , if one ANR-system associated with X is movable, then every one is and movability is a shape invariant.
4.4. Theorem. // X is a movable compactum, then H"iX) bas property L for every n > 0.
Proof. Let X = ÍXa; naß ; a < ß £ A1 be an ANR-system associated with X with each Xa a finite polyhedron. Let na: X -► Xa be the projection maps making X the inverse limit of the system X. Note that //"(Xa) and //"(Xa) are finitely generated for all a £ A. By Lemma 4.2, HniX) is the direct limit of the direct system \HniXa); ii*aß;a<ß£A\. Now we will show that Ä"(X) has property L if X is movable. Let {a,, • • «, a. ! be an arbitrary finite subset of HniX). There is an a £A suchthat 7?*(//"(Xa)) contains {a,,.«.,a.l. Since X is movable, let ß>a be such that for y > ß there is an r^y: Xß -» X such that Hin o TPy) -Hinaß). Now let L be the subgroup of H"iX) defined by g £ L it and only if mg £ 7?*(/7"(Xa)) for some positive integer m. We will now show that L C n%iHniXß)) and thus that L is finitely generated. By the definition of L, L will admit division in HniX) and thus H"iX) will have property L.
Let mg £ñ*ÍHniXa)) tot some m > 1. Then there is a 8 > ß such that g £ ¿if (//n(Xs)). Let e £ //"(Xa) be such that tr^e) = mg and let / £ HniXs) be such that »?*.(/) = g. Then ir*ie) » n*.imf) =mg. Thus there is a y > 8 such that n* "(e) = ir* Amf). Let r^y: Xß -* X be as in the definition of movability and let h = irßy*)". Then h ° n%y = n^ß. Now himf) = mhif) and thus hif) is an wzthrootof himf) in HniXß). However, n*aßie) ~ h o n%yie) -himf). Thus *(/)
is an mth root of i^Ae) in HniXß). Now mn*Àhif)) ■ n*ßimhif)) = rítÍJía^íe)) = mg. Thus mn*Ahif)) = mg. But HniX) is torsion free. Thus mth roots in /7n(X) are unique. Thus n*ßihif)) = g. Thus g £ n*ßiHniXß)) atidLCir*ßiHniXß)) as asserted and HniX) has property L. continuum which is clearly movable. However, H (X) = ©°1, Z, and this group does not have property L.
We are now able to construct a variety of nonmovable peano continua using these results and the construction described in §2. 4.8. Corollary. Let X be an n-dimensional peano continuum. Then if X is LCn~X, then Hk(X) has property L for all k.
